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DIY SEO
Website audit checklist
A complete website audit covers a lot more than you may think. This checklist is designed to
take a potentially overwhelming process and break it down into easy to follow steps.
By the end of this checklist and book, you will understand the complete basics of auditing
a website – from technical errors, off-page optimization, site speed and in-depth research,
you’ll be able to identify issues with your site and have the skills to fix them.
This website audit checklist is designed for an easy to remember guide of all the
components involved in a thorough health check.
If you’re not too sure of a term, there is an audit glossary where the main terms used in each
section of the audit are given an explanation. You’ll also find a list of useful tools and why
you should consider using them during the process in each section.
It’s also important to understand a full audit isn’t a one-off process. Think of your website as
a living creature, it needs constant attention to keep it healthy.
If you have any questions that you couldn’t find answers to, you can find all my contact
information in the author bio at the very end.
I suggest using this checklist as you read through the complete book itself and mark off
each thing as you learn about it on your site.

1.

Technical Website Audit

This should be your first stop in your complete website audit. For larger sites, this may take
a few hours. You can start an automated audit with a number of tools. Leave it to run in the
background and come back to it when it’s completed.
Once completed, you’ll likely find some errors and warnings. It’s normal for a site to pick up
issues as it grows in size and ages.
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Common Errors
Are there any 4xx errors?
Are there any 5xx errors?
Are there any important resources restricted from indexing?
Is there a 404 page set up correctly?
Is there a robots.txt file?
Is there a sitemap for the website?
Is the website mobile friendly?

Redirects
Are there www and non-www versions of the website?
Are there HTTP/HTTPS versions of the website?
Are there 302 redirects that shouldn’t be there?
Are there redundant 301 redirects?
Are there any long redirect chains?
Do any pages have canonical issues?

On-Page Optimization
Are there any empty title tags?
Is only one H1 Heading in use per page?
Do the pages have a good header structure? (H2, H3, etc)
Are there duplicate titles on the website?
Are any titles too long?
Are there any empty meta descriptions?
Are there any duplicate meta descriptions?
Are any meta descriptions too long?
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2. How to visually audit your website
Looking at how your website looks and functions is an important step of the audit process.
This section looks at the user experience people have when they visit your site.
First up, you want to view your website in an incognito window. This will show your site as a
first time user, without any cached (stored) content.
You want to view your site in a new visitor’s shoes – or get someone to explore your website
and ask them the questions below.
To take this a little further, you should check how your website loads on different sized
screens – desktop vs tablet vs mobile.

What to look for in the visual audit:
Is your website’s underlying message easy to understand?
Does your top-level navigation make sense?
Are your most valuable pages easily accessible?
Is your site easy to navigate?
Do you have a logo and favicon uploaded?
Do all elements of your pages load well?
Do all sizes of images load clearly?
Do the colors of your page contrast well?
Does your site load correctly on different screens?
Is your font size at least 16-18pixels?
Can you read all your fonts? Including logos, etc?
Are your privacy and policy pages in the footer?
Can visitors easily contact you by email or phone?
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3. Site speed and why it matters
Have you ever visited a site that took so long to load that you went somewhere else? These
days, people have short attention spans.
Google has begun treating site speed as an important factor when talking about user
experience. As time goes on, site speed is only going to become more crucial to get right.
The speed of your site affects you more than you may think. A slow site will directly cause
your rankings to suffer, people to spend less time on your site, a higher bounce rate and
lower conversion rates. All things we don’t want for our rankings and website.
You’ll want to make sure you do all speed tests in an incognito browser. This makes sure
your test isn’t influenced by your computer settings or browser cookies.
Some settings may break functions of a website, or may simply be not possible.

Auditing Site Speed with Page Speed Insights
Does your website pass the Web Vitals Tests?
Can you get Largest Contentful Paint (LCP) under 2.5 seconds?
Can you get Cumulative Layout Shift (CLS) under 0.1 seconds?
Can you get Time To Interactive (TTI) under 3.8 seconds?
What are the main issues causing your site to load slowly?
What are the main opportunities listed in the recommendations tab?
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Auditing Site Speed with Pingdom
Does your page load in under 3 seconds?
Are there any resources that are too large in size?
Are there any resources with too many domains or content requests?
What are the loading bottlenecks in the waterfall at the bottom of the results?

Extra Site Speed Considerations
Is your theme’s code optimized for page speed?
Are your images properly sized?
Do you compress your images?
What cache plugin do you use?
Are your Javascript and CSS lightweight and combined?
Is your server response time, Time To First Byte (TTFB) fast?
Are you using a CDN and is it helping?
Do you have Lazy Loading enabled?
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4. Analyzing your data in Google Analytics
and Google Search Console
Time to get into another important factor of a full website audit – the analytics.
If you’re using anything other than Google Analytics and Google Search Console, you’re
missing out on data.
It’s important to understand the difference between the two:
•

Google Analytics displays many of your site’s key user metrics (how they found your site,
where they are in the world, how long they spent browsing, etc).

•

Google Search Console displays the organic rankings of your website’s pages and
keywords, as well as any notices of penalties and other issues.

Google Analytics:
How do you acquire your readers?
Where are your readers located?
What devices are your readers using to visit you website?
Are there any pages that have a high bounce rate/low time on page?
What pages and products convert the best?
What pages and products convert the worst?
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Google Search Console:
Are there pages blocked from being crawled and indexed by accident?
Do your website pages pass the Web Core Vitals tests?
Are there any coverage errors listed in the tabs?
Does your site have good mobile usability?
Are there any manual actions on your site?
Are there any security actions on your site?
Do you have a sitemap uploaded to Search Console?
Are there any suspicious links Google has found pointing to your site?
What are the main pages drawing organic visits to your site?
What are the main queries drawing visits to your site?
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5. Backlink and Off-Page Optimization
Backlinks are important for SEO, but building a solid backlink profile isn’t as easy as you
might think. Some links might end up hurting your website.
A decade ago, you could point 1,000 low-quality links at a site and you would shoot to #1
in the rankings. Now, this tactic is an easy way to get a dreaded Manual Action (Google
penalty) – something you don’t ever want.
You should use a tool to identify all the links pointing at your site and comb through them to
see if there are potentially damaging references.
Google understands that websites will develop unrelated and spammy links naturally, the
vast majority of these links are ignored by Google and don’t need to be disavowed.

How to audit your backlink profile
Set up an automated backlink crawl and look through the results
Do any of the referring domains appear unrelated?
Are there a large number of links from one domain?
Does your competition have strong backlinks you don’t have?
Can you pitch your relevant content to websites with broken links?
Do you have affiliate partners that would link to your content?
Can you outreach with beautiful infographics?
Does a competitor have weak content that you can outperform and gain links to?
Have you (or anyone working on your site) ever paid for a large number of backlinks?
Have you used any Black Hat linking techniques that may be hurting your rankings?
Are there any links that should be disavowed?
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6. Competitor Research
Understanding who your competitors are and what they’re up to is important when looking
for ways to improve your website or find new strategies and ideas.
Researching your competitors identifies backlinks you can replicate for your website. If
those in your industry have high authority links, replicating these links for your site is a good
way to close the gap of authority between you and your competition.
You’ll also find what content and keywords drive traffic to your competitor’s websites. Here
you’ll find ideas of content to create to “steal” that traffic from other sites to yours.
Google understands that websites will develop unrelated and spammy links naturally, the
vast majority of these links are ignored by Google and don’t need to be disavowed.

Performing competitor research
Who are your competitors for your site’s main keywords in search results?
Use SpyFu and Alexa to find additional competitors
Which websites outrank you for high-value keywords?
What content do your competitors have that you don’t?
What keywords do your competitors have that you don’t?
Are lower authority sites outranking your content? Are these articles more relevant?
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7. Keyword Tracking and Research
Tracking your business’s critical keywords is important for a couple of reasons.
First of all, you’ll see what keywords drive the most visitors to your site. This may give
ideas for supporting content to these keywords to help cement your position as an industry
expert.
As rankings constantly fluctuate, watching trends in spikes and dips of keyword positioning
is important.
If you notice a sudden dip, investigate the keywords and pages that experienced the drop
in rankings – this can lead to identifying issues with your content.

Here is how to make sure your keyword tracking is on point
What are the most profitable keywords for your website?
What keywords bring the most traffic to your website?
What keywords provide the most conversions?
Are there seasonal trends in ranking fluctuations?
Have there been any increases/decreases that coincide with a Google Core Update?
What change could have caused a rankings increase/decrease?
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Keyword Research
Keyword research is the art of discovering a phrase with high monthly searches with low
competition, making it easy to rank for. You’ll want to make sure every piece of content you
create is targeting a specific primary keyword.
Remember that all third party tools show a monthly volume, but this figure is closer to an
estimate rather than a guaranteed figure. If you find a highly searched keyword with little
difficulty, this is what is commonly referred to as a “unicorn keyword”, as they are incredibly
rare in some niches.

Here is how to make sure your keyword tracking is on point
What are the content gaps in your niche you can create content for?
What language does your ideal customer use?
Are there any “Breakout Terms” on Google Trends you can capitalize on?
Do your content and keywords reflect the search intent of a search query?
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8. Local SEO
Any business with a physical location can use Local SEO to gain more visibility in searches
related to its local area.
When a person uses a search engine, their geographical location is taken into
consideration, and if the search query is relevant to a specific location (country, city, town,
suburb, etc), the results may turn up what is known as a local pack.
Being in the top local search results can be great value for a business. This enables your
business show up on the map, as well as your business contact information.
Local SEO optimization has a number of extra considerations to keep in mind when auditing
your Search Engine Optimization for local search queries:

How to implement Local SEO for your business
Are you eligible for Local SEO?
Have you set up a Google My Business account and filled out all the details?
Is the business Name, Address and Phone Number (NAP) identical across all listings?
Are all social profiles completed with contact information, description, opening hours,
images, etc?
Do your local competitors have backlinks from local directories that you don’t?
Are your reviews (on Google and other directories) as good as your competition?
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List of great SEO tools to help audit your website
Complete Auditing Tools
•

SEMrush

•

Moz

•
•
•

Ahrefs

SEO Power Suite
Keysearch

User Experience Tools
•

Hot Jar

•

Google Mobile Testing Tool

•

MobiReady

Google Tools
•

Google Search Console

•

Page Speed Insights

•
•

Google Analytics
Pingdom

WordPress Plugins
•
•

ShortPixel

WP Rocket
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